the chapter "Introducing the 'Biotext,'" Saul provides a wealth of information. However, at times, it appears to be more of a catalogue of scholarship than a contribution to scholarship. That said, once she has defined her terms of reference, she goes on to present compelling arguments that the four texts are all clear examples of the biotext. It is in these chapters where Saul makes her contribution to the scholarship.
The four texts under examination are Michael Ondaatje's Running in the Family, Daphne Marlatt's Ghost Works, Roy Kiyooka's Mothertalk, and Fred Wah's Diamond Grill. Even though the works can be classified as poetry or fiction, Saul makes a strong argument that the texts are best defined as biotexts. For example, in the Ondaatje chapter, she argues that his work is best seen as a biotext because it crosses genre borders and foregrounds the act of writing in the text. She describes the book as part "memoir, part travelogue, part fictionalized biography, and part autobiography interspersed with poems and photographs, it is a text that focuses on self-representation, while still defying autobiographical expectations" (38). She argues that the "polyvocality" (35) of Ondaatje's work forces it out of traditional definitions. Because he is allowing the voices of his family into the text, along with his own, she argues that the book becomes a larger exploration, by the writer, of identity and an attempt to place himself not only into a geographical and historical context but also into a Canadian literary context. Similarly, in her exploration of the other three texts, she goes on to explore and explain how each one creates a different model to explore the marginalized positions of their authors.
In the epilogue to Writing the Roaming Subject, Saul writes that the book was "intended as a contribution to the critical discussions of both subjectivity and difference in Canadian literary studies" (29). It is safe to say that the book has done exactly what its author intended. Saul has added to the critical discussion of the topic, and she has provided new insights into four Canadian works. Saul finishes her work by acknowledging the possibility that the biotext might "fall through the cracks, both in terms of critical and pedagogical attention" (32). However, given the contribution she has made to the topic, it seems less likely that it will.
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